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iCreated in December '09 ART News Magazine
Published on 11/30/09
Renowned digital artist David Scott Leibowitz and iPhone developer Stone Design are
pleased to announce their app, iCreated included in ART News Magazine's Art Talk section
discussion of iPhone art in the December '09 issue. iCreated lets you instantly view 48
unique works of art created on the iPhone, as well as connect you to its internet site of
iPhone art. You can participate by uploading your iPhone art for possible inclusion.
Albuquerque, NM / Teaneck, NJ, USA - Renowned Digital Artist and iPhone Developer are
pleased to announce their app, "iCreated" included in ART News Magazine's Art Talk section
discussion of iPhone art in the December '09 issue. The iCreated Gallery has spent the
last six months exhibiting some of the finest work being done today by an international
group of artists dedicated to making art on their iPhones.
It now contains over 150 works of art, and it's creators are ecstatic that a mainstream
art Publication like ART News has taken notice. Stating that the app "acts as an online
gallery for iPhone art", the article quotes Leibowitz talking about art submissions to the
iCreated gallery, "You see photographers, painters, image manipulators from all over the
world".
Since the App Store opened in 2008, new tools for creating graphics and altering photos
began to appear and artists everywhere quickly began to utilize what is essentially a new
computing platform. Currently, there are close to 50 iPhone artist's work showcased in
iCreated.
The first 18 images that appear when the app opens are contributions by some of the
world's most talented iPhone Artists and some of their most memorable Art. They are: Xoan
Baltar, (Ourence, Spain), Kevin Barba, (Chicago,USA), Tony Cece, (Virginia, USA), Russ
Croop, (Colorado, USA). Miguel Girard, (NYC, USA), Dan Hoffman, (New Jersey, USA), Julia
Kay, (San Francisco,USA), Emmanuel Martinez, (Manila, Philippines), Travis Morgan,
(Illinois, USA), Cedric Philippe (Nut), (Saint Claude ,France), Jose Andres Guijarro Ponce
(La legra negra), (Cuenca,Spain), Barbara Ripepi, (Milan, Italy), Sean Sheridan,
(NYC,USA), Patricio Villarroel,(Paris, France), and Mike Wallis, (Bedford, United
Kingdom).
The next 9 images are new additions by co-creator David Scott Leibowitz, and the original
18 iPhone artworks from version 1.0
The iCreated Gallery button reveals a constantly evolving on-line gallery of iPhone Art,
uploaded from around the world, and selected for their beauty, and uniqueness. The Gallery
provides a space for this evolving art medium to flourish, as established and aspiring
Artist's use this app as a powerful promotional tool. Currently included in the Gallery
are artworks by equally gifted international iPhone artists, Alexander Acevedo, (Florida,
USA), Mauro Ballabeni, (Bologna, Italy),Corliss Blakely, (Vermount, USA), Willie Cole,
(Connecticut, USA), Matt Connors, (New Jersey, USA), Robert Dawson, (California, USA),
Christine Finkelson, (NYC, USA),Rita Flores, (New Jersey, USA), Helene Goldberg,
(California, USA), Jens Herrmann, (Herborn, Germany), Fernando Lopez del Hierro, (Madrid,
Spain), Simone Kirschning, (Germany), Kara Jansson Kovacev , (New York), Rino Larsen,
(Norway), Yan Min Lee, (Taichung, Taiwan), Joey Livingston, (Florida, USA), Deborah
McMillion, (Arizona, USA), Susan Murtaugh, (Wisconsin, USA), Stephane Noselli, (Nice,
France), Amy Nelp, (Colorado, USA), Benjamin Rabe, (Hamburg, Germany), Mia Robinson,
(Washington, DC, USA), Matthew Watkins, (Canada and Italy), and miguelb2000 (Dallas, USA)
"You've heard the phrase, There's an app for that," said Mr. Stone, "Well, now there's an
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app to showcase art created exclusively on the iPhone, transforming this already
revolutionary device into both an artist's studio and exhibition space."
Each piece of art in this virtual gallery is linked to the apps that were used to create
it, giving artists and art lovers the tools to create and deliver their own art to
iCreated. The exhibited work in the gallery is also linked to the contributing artist's
web site or other personal web space, so that iPhone users can communicate with the artist
and discover more of that artist's creations.
"Since people first started painting on cave walls," says Mr. Leibowitz, "art has served
our basic need to express ourselves and share our experience with others. iCreated brings
that impulse into the 21st century."
David Scott Leibowitz is a pioneer in the developing medium of digital art and part of a
generation of artists who are redefining the boundaries of fine arts and popular culture.
Having come of age during the information revolution, his work merges an appreciation for
the plastic arts with an affinity for advanced computer technology. He began his artistic
career with the manipulation of Polaroid SX-70 film in 1977 and has pursued the creation
of new visual languages through the use of photography, videography, 3D renderings and
collage using the Macintosh platform. His work, which can be viewed on his website
Leibo.net, has been exhibited in a number of museums and galleries and has been included
in the corporate collections of IBM, Philip Morris, Polaroid, and American Association for
the Advancement of Science.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
iCreated 2.1 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Photography category.
iCreated 2.1:
http://www.stone.com/icreated
iCreated Gallery:
http://www.stone.com/iphoneart
Purchase and Download:
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/stat?id=hpmXQDTALL0&offerid=146261&type=3&subid=0&t
mpid=1826&RD_PARM1=http%253A%252F%252Fitunes.apple.com%252FWebObjects%252F
MZStore.woa%252Fwa%252FviewSoftware%253Fid%253D318776414%2526mt%253D8%252
6uo%253D6%2526partner
Features:
http://www.stone.com/icreated/Features.html
Screenshot:
http://www.stone.com/icreated/Screenshots.html
iCreated Icon:
http://www.stone.com/icreated/images/400.png

Stone Design is a New Mexico based software corporation founded in 1984 by Andrew Stone
which has shipped over 20 titles for Mac OS X and its parent operating system, the NeXT,
in the last 20 years. In the past 2 years has added 10 iPhone applications to the
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collection: iGraffiti, Gesture and the acclaimed Twittelator Pro to name just a few
Copyright (C) 1984-2009 Stone Design. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone
and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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